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A complete set of the documents represented
in this report is available for your review at
the City of Redmond Planning Department. For
more information, visit the City’s web site at
www.ci.redmond.wa.us and click on Connecting
Redmond.

Transportation Choices for Downtown
The Results
The City of Redmond has a vision ...
to reclaim our downtown as an economically healthy,
people-friendly place, enhanced by the movement of
pedestrians, bikes, cars, and a diversity of businesses...
that is outlined in the Comprehensive Plan. The Downtown
Transportation Master Plan effort was begun in the fall of
2001 to create a concept with specific implementation
actions that would achieve the vision.
This report documents the collaborative, step-by-step
process that the Redmond City Council, City staff, consultants
and the public actively engaged in to shape the decisions.
The result is a preferred concept that achieves the vision
through some bold changes in the way circulation functions
in downtown Redmond.
Stakeholders expressed their desire to reconnect the
grid, route through traffic onto Bear Creek Parkway and SR
520, return to two-way streets, and improve the pedestrian
environment. They expressed their near unanimous desire for
the City to purchase the Burlington Northern Sante Fe (BNSF)
right-of-way for open space and trails and possibly transit,
and supported crossings in the downtown area to connect
the grid.
You will find the refined concept more fully described on
page 12 of the report. The outcome of the public process is
a set of specific actions to be taken in order to achieve the
vision for downtown Redmond. This Action Agenda is described on the inside back cover.

The Results
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How?
The Downtown Transportation Master Plan began in March of 2001 and
took a comprehensive approach to
examining issues in the downtown
area. This multi-modal approach
included consideration of land use,
parking, the railroad right-of-way,
transit, and traffic circulation. This report describes the process that led to
understanding the issues and needs,
the generation of ideas to solve them,
and ultimately the creation of an action agenda to move into implementation. The diagram below illustrates
the steps taken to achieve the goals.

Understanding
In order to understand the views of
stakeholders, interviews were conducted with over 30 citizens representing a variety of interests and
viewpoints. The results were summarized for the City Council and for
use by the consultants in developing approaches to each of the focus
areas. You will find stakeholder
comments relevant to the Council
study session topics described on
the following pages. Existing information was summarized to form
a starting point for new work in
evaluating the focus areas.
From October through December
of 2001, regular study sessions were
held with the City Council in order to
have in-depth discussion of poten-
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Creating Understanding,
Ideas & Action
tial development options for the
five focus areas. The key points and
outcomes from those presentations
provided guidance in developing
three concept packages that illustrated different approaches to meeting
Redmond’s vision for downtown.

Ideas
The three concept packages formed
the range of options for discussion at
the Workshop I, which was hosted on
January 17th, 2002. Each of the concepts integrated potential development options for all five focus areas
that met the project’s seven guiding
principles. Through small group discussions, the public discussed tradeoffs among the three concepts.

Actions
Working from the direction established by Workshop I, a refined
concept package emerged as the
basis for discussion and voting at
Workshop II, held on March 20,
2002. Workshop II participants offered their insights during breakout
group discussions, then “left their
mark” by voting their position in
response to a series of questions.
This local discussion of transportation and related land use guided
the technical analysis, which led to
the development of solutions and
next steps. The “Action Agenda” at
the close of the report describes the
results of the public’s advice.
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Council Study Session I
Focus: Overview

initialized

October 9, 2001
To ensure success, the City Council committed to meet regularly with staff and
consultants for the duration of the planning process. Between October and December 2001, Council met six times in study
sessions devoted to downtown issues. The
goals of the sessions were to:
n Remain informed
n Share ideas
n Participate in the development of
concepts
At the first session, Council developed a set
of guiding principles. These principles were
designed to serve as benchmarks, against
which they would measure specific proposals, concepts and ideas to determine their
suitability for inclusion in the plan. Council
also affirmed the importance of public and
stakeholder involvement. This commitment
shaped the entire process that followed.

Project Schedule
AUGUST
SEPT
OCT–DEC
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APR–MAY
JUNE
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Scope Approved
Stakeholder Interviews
Council Study Sessions
Community Workshop I
Refined Concept
Community Workshop II
Refined Concept & Documentation
Council Adoption & Implementation

Seven Guiding Principles
CIRCULATION A plan for Downtown Redmond should
contribute to a comfortable pedestrian environment
and address the issue of through-traffic.

PARKING Parking in Downtown Redmond should be available for businesses, residents, and visitors and should
support the pedestrian environment and the viability
of transit in the downtown area.

TRANSIT A plan for downtown transit service and facilities
should attain the goal of having transit, pedestrians,
bicycles, and carpools be a significant share of the
commute trips to and from downtown.

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES A successful Downtown
Redmond should include parks and open spaces that
create a sense of place, that are linked, and that serve
a variety of purposes.

LAND USE Downtown Redmond should include a variety
of land uses that meet the residents’ needs for employment, housing, shopping, recreation, entertainment, and cultural and community activities.

REDMOND AND CLEVELAND COUPLET Future improvements to Redmond Way and Cleveland Street should
contribute to and reinforce this area as Redmond’s
“Main Street”.

RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY Any design for the BNSF rightof-way should take full advantage of this asset.

Outcomes
þ
þ

Established importance of public involvement

þ
þ

Developed Guiding Principles

þ

Confirmed approach for
stakeholder interviews

Endorsed collaborative Council working
session approach
Identified schedule for future
meetings and events
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Council Study Session 2
Focus: Couplet
October 23, 2001

Stakeholders on Couplets

Council kicked off the discussion of transportation issues in the downtown with a focus
n Disparity of opinion between retaining or removing couplet
on the Redmond Way and Cleveland Street
n Increase mobility for autos & pedestrians
Couplet. As the heart of downtown, a decin Improve business environment
sion to keep or uncouple the couplet would
n Improve streetscape
help shape the circulation plan for the rest of
n Pedestrian safety
downtown.
n Lower the couplet
The existing couplet successfully moves
speed of traffic
large volumes of traffic through downtown,
but acts as a barrier between Old Town and
Redmond Town Center and does not provide
the “Main Street” environment envisioned
by the community. Council reviewed eight
alternatives for the couplet which aimed to
fulfill two of the guiding principles laid out
at the start of the project, namely to make
Redmond Way and Cleveland the “Main
Street” of downtown and to contribute to a
comfortable pedestrian environment while
accommodating through traffic.
Each of the options explored took
a different approach to how traffic was
accommodated in the downtown. The
options ranged from a new couplet with
Redmond Way and NE 76th, to returning
Redmond Way to the major through route
downtown while making Cleveland Street a
smaller-scale local street. The opportunities
and challenges these
options presented were
discussed in terms of vehicle movement, urban
þ Encouraged development of Cleveland Street as “Main Street”
form, access to business,
and impacts on the
þ Developed Bear Creek Parkway as an alternate route across town
BNSF right-of-way.
þ Discouraged using BNSF (NE 76th Street) as a major street

Outcomes
þ
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Improved the connection between Old Town and Redmond Town Center
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Council Study Session 3
Focus: Parks & Open Space
October 30, 2001
At this session Council focused on
the role of parks and open space
as a vital element in downtown
Redmond.
A unique community asset
that needs to be expanded and
strengthened is the existing open
space and trail along Bear Creek
and the Sammamish River.
Council reviewed a map showing the location of existing pedestrian trails and connections, and
a map of existing park and public
destinations. They discussed the
importance of developing new
connections, especially by using the
existing railroad right-of-way passing through the city center. They
also recognized the need for gateways at each of the major points of
entry to the downtown, designed
to create a strong sense of place
and to reduce the impression that
downtown is just a place to pass
through on the way to some other
destination.

Stakeholders on
Parks & Open Space
n Affirmed importance of pedestrian
& bike connections
n Supported streetscape enhancements (sidewalks, plantings, etc.)
n Encouraged & promoted trail system

Outcomes

The Results

þ
þ

Encouraged the gateways concept

þ

Reaffirmed the potential for a Central Park at
the site of the current Park & Ride lot

þ

Confirmed that parks and open space need to
be a connected and comprehensive system

Recognized the opportunity to take advantage
of the BNSF right-of-way
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Council Study Session 4
Focus: Transit
November 9, 2001
At the transit study session Council reviewed information on the use of transit in
Redmond, and the goals for transit use in
the future. Staff and consultants presented
examples of other cities similar to Redmond and reviewed their transit use and
transit services.
Redmond can expect that demand for
transit will grow in the future. Staff related
summaries of other studies, such as
the Translake study, in which transit
issues are being carefully studied,
and whose results will influence
future services in Redmond.
The session generated more
questions than answers for the
City: Should future transit service in
Redmond just serve regional work
trips? Should there be local service?
Should the BNSF right-of-way become a transit way? Can existing services be routed through downtown
more effectively? On which streets
should buses run? Should there be a
transit center, and where?
There was no consensus on
these challenging questions, and
participants agreed to continue to
develop and evaluate concepts for
future study.

Stakeholders on Transit
n Improve transit service
& the transit system
n Be sure the downtown
works for all modes of travel
n Serve downtown better with transit

Outcomes
þ
þ
þ
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Evaluated alternate locations for Park & Ride lots
Continued to evaluate high-capacity transit options
Evaluated the use of various streets as transit ways (spines)
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Council Study Session 5
Focus: Parking
November 27, 2001
This study session explored parking
opportunities in downtown Redmond. A city survey revealed that
about 17,000 parking spaces are
available downtown. In general,
there is adequate supply downtown if properly managed. The
parking study session examined
the relationship between parking and urban form, and the role
parking has in relation to the vision
for downtown as expressed in the
Comprehensive Plan. Two parking
opportunities were suggested:
n Community parking options
n Maximize on-street parking
opportunities

The location concept diagram (below) illustrates issues to consider when
locating community parking. Considerations include walking distance,
the street system and key gateways,
and the potential for smaller facilities
distributed around the downtown.

On Street Parking
The Council was presented with typical sections that illustrated the trade-

Stakeholders on Parking
n Develop mixed use parking
n Improve existing parking
& build new structures in
highly utilized areas

Community Parking
Examining the development pattern downtown reveals that the
greatest opportunity for community
parking may lie in the downtown
core. New development has occurred that is consistent with the
vision for downtown. Town Center
and Lion’s Gate are good examples.
The smaller parcels within the old
downtown core suggest that it may
be difficult to achieve this vision and
accommodate parking on-site. Community parking would support the
type of development envisioned for
the downtown by relieving on-site
parking requirements.

The Results

offs among different on-street parking configurations. Angle parking
allows for considerably more parking
than a parallel parking configuration
but requires more right-of-way, has
the potential for a greater number
of accidents, and is best designed for
slow-moving traffic. Another opportunity for on-street parking would be
to replace a travel lane with parking
on some streets.

Outcomes
þ

Supported exploring possibility for multiple
parking facilities in the downtown core

þ

Encouraged looking at ways to increase
on-street parking
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Council Study Session 6
Focus: Circulation
December 11, 2001
The Council study session on circulation addressed:
n Street hierarchy
n Circulation concepts with different approaches for dealing with
local and through traffic
n Sections showing how the rightof-way could be used
The study session was initiated with
a discussion of the trip patterns
downtown. Approximately 8,000
vehicles enter the downtown area
in the PM peak hour, of which approximately 50% have destinations
downtown and 50% is through
traffic.
Redmond already has a natural street hierarchy: local and collector streets occur at regular intervals
and form a grid. Despite this, the
street system is difficult to navigate
and lacking in “readability”. For
example, streets often intersect at
odd angles, and the streets in the
downtown generally look alike and
offer no cues as to the function of
the street. Local residential streets
are often as wide as arterial streets.
A street plan for the downtown
should build on the natural hierarchy that exists and should define
a clearer street hierarchy. Typical
sections for each type of street
were presented to illustrate how to
establish this hierarchy.
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The Council considered two circulation concepts:
n A well developed grid of arterial streets in the downtown
that would carry both local and
through traffic
n Creating a ring road to allow
through traffic to move around
the downtown, with no arterial
streets in the downtown.

Stakeholders
on Circulation
n Improve pedestrian & transportation connections to downtown
n Improve pedestrian connections
around downtown
n Participants experience downtown during business hours
n Improve traffic flow

50%

Downtown Redmond

100%

50%

Outcomes
þ
þ
þ

Supported developing a more defined street hierarchy
Supported need to accommodate local and through traffic
Mixed opinion on design of streets and an appropriate
number of travel lanes
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Public Workshop #1
Focus: Concept Packages
January 17, 2002
4:00 – 9:00 p.m.
On the evening of January 17th
2002, nearly 200 residents, business
owners, and elected officials gathered to discuss transportation choices
for Downtown Redmond. The group
included people from all areas of the
city, with diverse views about how to
improve the transportation system. The
evening began with an informational
open house, followed by presentations
on the three concept packages that had
been developed based on City Council
feedback during their working sessions
about the couplet, parks and open
space, transit, parking and circulation.
Participants then met in smaller
groups to evaluate the concepts, discussing the tradeoffs and identifying the
features of each that would most benefit Redmond. Workshop participants
expressed remarkable consensus that
the City should reclaim the downtown
as an economically healthy, peoplefriendly place, and that the transportation system should help people to get
downtown easily, park once, and walk
to a variety of destinations. Workshop I
results supported what the Redmond
community has consistently said over
the years: Downtown Redmond should
be a place where people can live, work,
shop, and have fun; a people-friendly
place with room for walkers and bikers,
as well as transit and cars.

The Results

The
Objective
n Engage & educate key community
representatives
n Build on work completed
n Gather information from participants to focus
proposed solutions and improvements
n Facilitate discussion of comparisons,
trade-offs, & choices
n Explore & develop refined conceptual
ideas for further study & analysis
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Public Workshop #1 (cont.)
The Concept Packages
The concept packages represent
logical groupings of the different
elements explored during Council
study sessions in the fall of 2001.
These elements include circulation, transit, parks and open space,
land use, parking, and concepts for
the BNSF right-of-way. The concept packages were developed to
explore tradeoffs. The mixing and
matching of elements from different packages was encouraged
to arrive at a refined concept. For
example, the circulation element
from Concept B could be combined with the BNSF concept from
Concept C. In addition, workshop
participants were encouraged to
add their comments and ideas to
the concepts. The concept packages
incorporate the feedback, technical
analysis and transportation planning conducted to date.

n Multiple arterials
through town
n Transit focus at Park &
Ride (P&R)
n P&R outside downtown
n BNSF with open space
and trail
n Central garages at
crossroads of arterials

n Ring road/no arterials
n Transit focus in BNSF
right-of-way
n P&R outside downtown
n BNSF with open space,
transit, and road
n Central Park at P&R
n Garages at entry points
to downtown
n Most on-street parking

n New couplet
n Improvements to SR-520
n Transit focus in center of
downtown
n P&R outside downtown
n BNSF with trail and
eastbound portion of
couplet
n Central Park at P&R
n Parking garages
dispersed along couplet
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Public Workshop #1 (cont.)
Points of Agreement
Points of Agreement
MAJORITY FAVOR CONCEPT B
RING ROAD including 520 Improvements
TRANSIT A plan for downtown transit service
and facilities should attain the goal of having
transit, pedestrians, bicycles, and carpools be
a significant share of the commute trips to
and from the downtown.

CONNECT THE GRID

Nearly 200 Participants
n Property & business owners
n Local residents
n High school students
n City of Redmond staff
n Associated agency staff
n Commission representatives
n Experts in all relevant fields
n Elected officials
n Consultants

TWO-WAY STREETS
DIVERSE PARKING, multiple locations, multiple
garages, on-street and off-street

COVERED PEDESTRIAN AREAS
DIVERSE TRANSIT downtown including
trolleys and shuttles

BEAR CREEK PARKWAY willing to
increase capacity but probably not
beyond five lanes, keep it within its
right-of-way, protect the adjacent
areas

TRANSIT SPINE SPLIT between Cleveland or the BNSF right-of-way; pedestrian
open space preferred in the BNSF right-ofway, but acceptable to have another mode of
transportation as long as the open space
is protected

PARK-AND-RIDE out of the downtown, perhaps
two locations at either end

Outcomes
þ

The Results

Received a clear direction
on a preferred concept package
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The Refined Concept
February 2002
Building on the ideas, creative direction
and general guidance offered at the first
workshop, staff and consultants worked with
Council to develop a
preferred alternative.
The refined concept
addressed each of
the desired outcomes
for the project. It was
then analyzed for effectiveness.

Elements of
the Concept
CIRCULATION

PARKS & OPEN SPACE

TRANSIT

n SR 520 & Bear Creek Parkway
improvements for pass-through
traffic
n Downtown streets all 2-lane/2-way
n North-south connections across
BNSF

n A “Central Park” at the existing
Park & Ride lot
n Use of BNSF as a major open
space and pedestrian connection

n A transit “spine” (a street on
which most buses would run)
n Expansion of the Park & Ride
lot east of downtown

BNSF

PARKING

n Acquisition of the right-of-way
for public use
n Open space and trails
n Potential use for transit

n Increased on-street parking
n Additional parking facilities
with ground floor retail uses

LAND USE
n Higher-density, mixed-use,
pedestrian-oriented downtown
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Outreach: Chamber,
Boards & Committees
Feb–Mar 2002
Following the January workshop, City staff
met regularly with the Redmond Chamber
of Commerce. These meetings provided City
staff and downtown business owners and
representatives an opportunity to exchange
information on a regular and informal basis.
The Chamber raised two issues of particular concern: downtown circulation and
parking. Some Chamber members with businesses fronting Redmond Way and Cleveland
Street expressed concerns that any changes
to the downtown circulation patterns or traffic volumes could have negative impacts on
their businesses. Another important concern
raised was the need for plenty of convenient
parking for downtown businesses.
By meeting every week, City staff had
the opportunity to further explain how traffic modeling was used to analyze future traffic patterns to show how changes to downtown circulation might impact travel in and
around downtown in the future. In addition,
staff was able to gain a better understanding
of the nature of business concerns relating
to parking and explain how reconfiguring
streets would add to the parking supply.
In addition, staff has regularly briefed
the various boards and commissions, including: trails committees, Parks Board, Design
Review Board, and the Bike/Pedestrian Committee. Throughout this time period, City
staff met with these groups to brief them
on the progress of the project, gather feedback and address questions and concerns.

The Results

Briefings 2002
FEB 6
FEB 20
FEB 26
FEB 27

MAR 6
MAR 7
MAR 11
MAR 12
MAR 13

Chamber of Commerce
Chamber of Commerce
Redmond City Council
Chamber of Commerce
Trails Commission
Chamber of Commerce
Parks Board
Pedestrian & Bike Committee
Redmond City Council
Chamber of Commerce
Planning Commission

Outcomes
þ

Continued community participation
helps shape preferred concept
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The Traffic Story
Feb–Mar 2002
The refined concept was tested to
answer basic questions about how it would
handle future traffic. Questions asked
by the community at the first workshop
included: Does the concept work? Does
the concept relieve congestion? How will
I get through downtown? What happens
to downtown streets? Will there be more
parking? Detailed traffic analysis compared
the concept with a “do nothing” option.
The “do nothing” option consisted of looking at future traffic volumes but keeping
the street system as it is today. The analysis results were discussed with Council at
a study session leading up to the second
workshop.

-30%

30% overall lower delay when
compared to the “do nothing” option

Does the concept work? Yes. Traffic is
still able to move through downtown,
albeit at higher levels of congestion than
today.

Does the concept relieve congestion?
No. Traffic doubles over twenty years, but
the plan provides new options. The downtown will be a destination rather than a
place to get through. The concept supports
the Council’s vision for the downtown.

Local traffic on local streets
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The Traffic Story (cont.)
How will I get through downtown? In
the future, traffic with destinations outside of the downtown will not go through
downtown. Bear Creek Parkway will be
able to handle large volumes of traffic and
provide shorter travel time as compared to
moving through the downtown core itself.

What happens to downtown streets?
Downtown streets continue to be a center
of activity. Redmond Way and Cleveland
Street will have the same volume of traffic
as today, but the majority of the traffic will
have destinations in the downtown.

Bear Creek Parkway is a viable
alternate route

Will there be more parking? Yes. By narrowing some streets downtown, on-street
parking can be increased by about 30%.

Current and future traffic volumes on
Redmond Way and Cleveland Street

30% more on-street parking

The Results

Outcomes
þ

Refined concept works from
a traffic standpoint
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Public Workshop #2
Focus: The Refined Concept
March 20, 2002
morning, afternoon, evening
This workshop focused on testing the
refined concept. Staff posed the question, “Did we hear you correctly?”
The answer was “yes”.
The event was widely advertised
by a colorful invitation, complete with
stickers for voting one’s preferences.
The refined concept was presented, public feedback solicited, and
the next steps outlined in this second
workshop. Three working sessions
were held, one each in the morning,
afternoon, and evening. The evening
session included a presentation on
what was heard throughout the day.
Participants reviewed background
material from Workshop I, viewed the
refined concept package, and asked
questions of staff and consultants.
They received workbook packets and
gathered in small groups to discuss
concerns, refinements, and consequences.
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Discussion Topics
BNSF RIGHT-OF-WAY
OPEN SPACE
n Create gateways and
pedestrian/bike connections

CIRCULATION
n
n
n
n

Ring road alternative routes
Reclaim downtown streets
Cleveland as “Main Street”
Complete the grid

TRANSIT
n Preserve portion of BNSF for future
transit opportunities
n Relocate downtown Park & Ride
outside of downtown

PARKING
n Pursue common parking facilities
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Public Workshop #2 (cont.)
Participant Highlights
Small group discussions focused on each layer of the
plan. The comments, observations and suggestions provided an understanding of the “why” behind the votes
that would follow.
These are some of
the highlights from
those discussions.

Open Space
n Support of the open

space plan
n Enhance bike and
pedestrian connections (on streets,
trails, midblock
crossings, and betwee
n open spaces)
n Support downtown
open space at
gateways

BNSF Right-of-Way

Circulation

ncept
r ring road co
n Support fo
serve as the
ld like 520 to
u
o
w
e
m
So
idening
n
ad, without w
entire ring ro
rkway
Bear Creek Pa
and west
out the east
Creek)
n Concern ab
ea
, trees, B r
ry
ke
o
ro
n
o
(her
connections

Transit

n Important to purch
ase the BNSF
right-of-way

n Mixed use of the rig
ht-of-way including transit, open
space, trails
n Connect the downtow
n and offer
unique amenities

the
n Division on the relocation of
e
Park & Rid
d
n Current location provides goo
tion
loca
tral
transit access in a cen
for downtown and Education Hill
residents
ce to
n Downtown is not the best pla
have a Park & Ride
n Need more information

Parking
n Concern about the cost and aes
thetics of parking
n Provide regulated free parkin
g
n Distribute mixed parking stru
ctures
around core area, including nor
thern section
n On-street surface lots, and mix
eduse structures
n Support for surface-lot parkin
g with
green over structured parking
n Clarifications about the effectiv
eness
of structured parking
n Parking should support local
businesses

The Results
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Public Workshop #2 (cont.)
No Hanging Chads!
At the close of each of the three
discussion groups, participants
were asked to use their stickers to
vote their preference on each element of the concept. Views were
expressed by voting either “Full
Speed Ahead”, “Getting There”
or “Make a U-turn”.

How People Voted...
Make a
U-turn!

Full Speed
Ahead!

Getting
There...

Voting Wall
at 8:30 AM

at 1:30 PM

at 8:30 PM

Outcomes
þ
þ
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Over 120 participants provided direction
Voting showed clear consensus on many elements
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Recommended Action Agenda
for Implementation
April 23, 2002

BURLINGTON NORTHERN SANTA FE
RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY
l, open space, and

Preserve sufficient area for a trai
possible transit use
grid with added right-of-way
Complete the downtown street
crossings as properties redevelop

þ

þ
From the beginning of
this process, the City
Council has given clear
direction. They want a
set of implementable
actions that will achieve
the vision for downtown.
The challenge and the
opportunity for the City
Council and the community will be in prioritizing, refining and implementing these actions.

PARKS & OPEN SPACE

/bike connections

Create gateways and pedestrian

þ

RECLAIM DOWNTOWN STREETS
þ
þ

ment
Improve the pedestrian environ
including across the
Complete roadway connections,
lroad in downtown
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Rai

COUPLET
þ

þ
þ
þ

plet to two-way circulation
Convert Redmond/Cleveland cou
Bear Creek Parkway
contingent upon completion of
e alternate route using
Create environmentally sensitiv
at east and west ends
Bear Creek Parkway, connecting
out downtown as
Complete the street grid through
properties redevelop
see that further
Work actively with the state to
pleted
improvements to SR-520 are com

PARKING
þ
þ
þ

Add on-street parking
the downtown core
Revise on-site parking policy in
facilities dispersed
Provide several smaller parking
throughout downtown

TRANSIT
þ

þ

Northern Santa Fe Railroad
Preserve a portion of Burlington
for future transit use
wn and consider locating
Maintain a transit facility downto
of downtown as part of a
an additional Park & Ride west
city-wide transit strategy
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